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Abstract. We frequently encounter unfamiliar entity names (e.g., a per-
son’s name or a geographic location) while reading texts such as news-
papers, magazines, and web pages. When it occurs, we typically perform
a sequence of wearisome actions: select the entity name, submit it to a
search engine, and typically obtain detailed information from web sites.
In this paper, we propose Linkify, a novel tool that enhances text read-
ing by automatically converting entity names into links and displaying
a synopsis of the entity retrieved from Linked Open Data when a user
selects the link. The tool enables users to retrieve the information of
the entity simply by selecting the link. Further, in order to create only
links that are helpful for users, we also developed a method that evalu-
ates the helpfulness of entities using a machine-learning algorithm with
a broad set of features. We have implemented our proposed tool as an
add-on for several major web browsers and made it publicly available at
http://swc14.linkify.mobi.

1 Introduction

In our daily lives, while reading text in newspapers, magazines, and web pages,
we frequently encounter unfamiliar entities (e.g., a person’s name or a geographic
location). In such cases, we typically obtain related information from relevant
web pages using a search engine. However, the process requires several time-
consuming steps: select the entity name, submit a query to a search engine, and
obtain detailed information from web sites.

In particular, these actions become especially problematic when a user is
using touch-enabled devices such as smartphones and tablets, because merely
selecting a span of text requires multiple actions, such as holding and swiping
a finger on the screen. Further, current touch-screen devices are typically less
accurate when using human fingers to specify a desired text position.

In this paper, we propose Linkify, a tool that automatically converts entity
names within a document into links and displays summarized information about



Fig. 1. Linkify enhances text reading by automatically converting entity names into
links. When a link is selected, a small widget containing summarized information of
the entity is displayed.

the entity when a user selects the link (see Figure 1). Using Linkify, users can
retrieve desired information about an unfamiliar entity simply by selecting the
link, instead of having to select the text and submitting it to a search engine.

The tool uses entity linking internally to detect entity names. Entity linking
is a method that involves automatic detection of the mentions of entities in a
plain text and disambiguating them to the corresponding entries in a knowledge
base. It has received considerable attention recently [2, 4] and has also been
studied extensively [1, 3, 5–7]. We use a slightly modified version of a state-of-
the-art entity linking method proposed by Milne and Witten [6]. In addition,
Wikipedia is used as a knowledge base.

We also present an additional post-processing step that filters out unhelpful
entities from the entities detected by the entity linking system. As current entity
linking systems are typically targeted at usage as a component of other text
analysis tasks, they typically attempt to detect all entities including entities that
are not likely helpful for users. Wikipedia contains numerous unhelpful entities
(e.g., Japan, Monday, Computer). Excessive creation of links can be distracting
and typically degrades a user’s overall experience1; therefore, this additional step
is crucial. We use a method based on a machine-learning algorithm with a broad
set of features which are mainly obtained from the Linked Open Data (LOD)
cloud.

Further, we use an entity’s class information (e.g., person, movie, geographic
location) to display the summarized information that is displayed when the user
selects an entity name. Using an entity’s class, we can easily infer the typical user
intention (e.g., a map for a geographic location, and videos for a movie name).

1 Wikipedia instructs its contributers to insert links only where they are helpful.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style#Wikilinks



Fig. 2. Architecture of the proposed system.

Thus, we implement several pre-defined content templates and select the most
appropriate template using rules written manually. At present, we use DBpedia
to retrieve the entity classes.

Linkify currently runs on several major web browsers such as Google Chrome,
Mozilla Firefox, and Dolphin Browser. It can also be easily integrated into exist-
ing web applications simply by inserting our small JavaScript code. The proposed
system is a slightly modified version of our commercial version of Linkify2, which
has been provided stably for years.

2 The Proposed System

Our proposed system consists of two main components: a component for convert-
ing entity names into links, and another for rendering summarized information
about an entity when a corresponding link is selected.

2.1 Converting Entity Names into Links

Figure 2 depicts an abstract architecture of our system that shows how it converts
entity names in a document into links. The system comprises five modules: DOM
Iterator, HTTP Frontend, Entity Linker, Entity Helpfulness Evaluator, and Link
Converter. It operates as follows:

1. When the browser renders a web page, DOM Iterator gathers the page con-
tents and sends them as a request to HTTP Frontend.

2. On receiving the request, HTTP Frontend checks whether the results are
already in the cache. If they are not, it sends the request to Entity Helpfulness
Evaluator.

3. Entity Helpfulness Evaluator first forwards the request to Entity Linker,
assigns a probability to each entity that represents how likely the entity is to
be helpful to users, and sends the results back to Link Converter via HTTP
Frontend.

4. Link Converter then converts the extracted entity names into links if the
corresponding probabilities are larger than a specified threshold.

2 http://www.linkify.mobi



Client-side
The client-side system is implemented using a small JavaScript program com-
prising DOM Iterator and Link Converter.

DOM Iterator iterates over the DOM nodes in a web page. It starts from BODY
and iterates over all the child DOM nodes by recursively walking within the
DOM tree in a depth-first manner. In this step, we exclude several tags that do
not contain visible text such as HEAD, FORM, and SCRIPT.

Link Converter converts the entity names into links. The module inserts an
anchor tag around the entity names and adds an event handler that is triggered
to render a widget.

Server-side
The server-side system is deployed on our cloud infrastructure. It is primar-
ily implemented in Python, Cython3, and C++, and comprises three separate
components: HTTP Frontend, Entity Helpfulness Evaluator, and Entity Linker.
Further, these components run on separate servers and can be scaled separately
by adding cloud server instances. In addition, the internal communication be-
tween these components is implemented using our fast RPC implementation.4

HTTP Frontend is a simple HTTP server that also handles results caching. The
system calculates the MD5 hash value for each of the DOM nodes and caches
the result using the hash as the key. If the DOM node is not in the cache, the
node text is sent to Entity Helpfulness Evaluator.

Entity Helpfulness Evaluator assigns a probability to each entity that specifies
how likely the entity is to be helpful to users. We developed a novel algorithm
that accurately evaluates the helpfulness of entities detected by the entity linking
system. The algorithm formulates the problem as a binary classification task that
detects whether the entity is likely helpful to users and utilizes Random Forest
as a machine-learning algorithm. Further, we introduce a broad set of novel
machine-learning features primarily extracted from the LOD cloud. (For further
information, please refer to our previous work [8].)

Entity Linker extracts entities from the text and resolves them to the corre-
sponding Wikipedia entries. We use a slightly modified version of a state-of-the-
art entity linking method proposed by Milne and Witten [6].

2.2 Rendering a Widget

When the user selects a link, a small widget containing summarized information
about the entity is displayed (see Figure 3). Entity classes are used to predict
the user’s intent and dynamically change the widget content.
3 http://cython.org/
4 https://github.com/studio-ousia/mprpc



Fig. 3. The widget displayed when a user selects a link. The most appropriate content
template is automatically selected based on the entity class.

The widget is broadly divided into upper and lower halves. A short abstract
and a thumbnail image describing the entity is shown in the upper half of the
widget, while content changes dynamically according to the entity in the lower
part of the widget.

The content types are as follows: Map: a simple Google map, Twitter : the
timeline of the Twitter ID associated with the entity, YouTube: the search results
using the entity name in YouTube, Images: search results obtained through
Google Images, and Links: a list of related web pages retrieved from various web
sources.

The content shown is chosen based on entity classes. According to the entity
classes, the content is dynamically chosen via a set of manually written rules. For
example, for an entity such as Lady Gaga, the YouTube content is chosen since
the Musical Artist entity class is referred. Another example would be Hollywood
as an entity. Since Hollywood belongs to the Place entity class, the Map would be
chosen as the content in the lower part of the widget. In addition, we currently
use DBpedia Ontology Classes5 as the entity classes.

3 Using Linked Open Data

Our system is built on data collected from the LOD cloud. The data are effec-
tively used for the following three different purposes:

The entity content displayed when the link is selected We use DBpedia
and Freebase as our primary data sources. In order to generate the sum-
marized information displayed in the widget, we use the entity’s short de-
scriptions, images, geographic coordinates, related web pages, and Twitter
accounts.

Machine learning features for estimating entity helpfulness The main
machine-learning features for estimating the helpfulness of entity names are

5 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes/



extracted from the LOD cloud. In the machine-learning algorithm, we use a
broad set of features extracted from DBpedia and Freebase such as statistics
of the entity (e.g., the number of inbound links and the number of associated
categories) and the classes of the entity.

Entity classes for selecting the relevant content template We use DB-
pedia Ontology Classes to select the most relevant content template for the
selected entity. Using entity classes, the system can infer the most relevant
content template from multiple predefined templates.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed Linkify, a tool that enhances text reading experi-
ence by augmenting the text using the data retrieved from the LOD cloud. The
proposed system automatically converts entity names into links and displays a
widget containing summarized information about the entity when a user selects
the corresponding link. The system uses a significant amount of data retrieved
from the LOD cloud.

This approach can further be recognized as building a bridge from the tra-
ditional web world to the emerging structured LOD world by automatically
creating links in plain text to entities in the LOD cloud. This enables users to
consume LOD resources effectively in their daily web experience.
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Appendix

A Minimal requirements

The application has to be an end-user application: Our system is provided as an
add-on for several major web browsers such as Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox
and Dolphin Browser. Further, web developers can easily integrate the proposed
functionality into their applications by inserting our JavaScript code.

The information sources should be i) under diverse ownership, ii) heterogeneous
and iii) contains real world data: We use data retrieved from heterogeneous data
sources under diverse ownership. These sources include LOD repositories such
as DBpedia and Freebase, and other sources such as Wikipedia, Twitter, Google
Maps, and YouTube.

The meaning of data has to play a central role: Semantic Web technologies play
a central role in our system. Our system is built upon data collected from the
LOD cloud. The data are effectively used for the three purposes: 1) building
summarized information that is displayed when the link is selected, 2) machine-
learning features for estimating the helpfulness of entities, and 3) entity classes
for selecting the most relevant content template used to render the widget. For
further information, please see Section 3.

B Additional Desirable Features

The application provides an attractive and functional Web interface: We provide
add-ons for major web browsers. Further, we carefully designed the appearance
of our user interface with the utmost attention to the user experience.

The application should be scalable: Because our system detects helpful entities
when the target text is rendered on the screen, speed is our primary concern. Our
system is deployed on the cloud infrastructure and the components for detecting
entity names can be scaled separately by adding cloud server instances. We
currently use a total of 15 cloud instances, all having latest processors.

Rigorous evaluations have taken place: We extensively evaluated the machine-
learning algorithm to evaluate the helpfulness of entities. We developed a dataset
using a crowd-sourcing service and evaluated the algorithm from various aspects.
The evaluation reveals that our algorithm significantly outperforms existing sim-
ilar methods by 5.7%-12% F1. For further information, please refer to our pre-
vious paper [8].



Further, we have publicly provided a commercial system for mobile developers
to easily integrate the proposed functionality for years. The system has been
successfully used by hundreds of developers and integrated into numerous real-
world applications. This fact demonstrates the significance of our system.

Novelty, in applying semantic technology to a domain or task that have not
been considered before: Only a few systems such as DBpedia Spotlight [5] and
Wikipedia Miner [6], presently automatically create links on entity names. How-
ever, these systems only create direct links to the corresponding entries in knowl-
edge bases such as DBpedia and Wikipedia. In contrast, our system has a novel
feature that directly displays summarized information about an entity in a wid-
get. It enables users to obtain relevant information without opening the link.

Further, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to specifically
evaluate the helpfulness to users of entities in the document. As stated above,
our machine-learning algorithm uses significant amounts of data retrieved from
the LOD cloud.

Functionality is different from or goes beyond pure information retrieval: The
proposed system significantly streamlines entity retrieval from a text by auto-
matically converting entity names into links. The functionality inarguably goes
beyond pure information retrieval.

Contextual information is used for ratings or rankings: When the system eval-
uates the helpfulness of an entity in the document, the algorithm considers
whether the entity is coherent with the document topics. The basic idea is that
if the entity is more related to the document topics, then it is likely to be more
helpful to users. We measure this by calculating the average similarity score be-
tween the target entity and the other extracted entities. For further information,
please see our previous paper [8].

Multimedia documents are used in some way: The proposed system displays
images, maps, and videos retrieved from several web sources such as DBpedia,
Freebase, Google Images, and YouTube.

There is a use of dynamic data (e.g. workflows), perhaps in combination with
static information: The system displays summarized information about entities
when users select a generated link. The data are retrieved from various web
sources containing dynamically changing data such as Twitter and YouTube.

The results should be as accurate as possible: We use a novel machine-learning
algorithm that accurately detects the most helpful entity names for users. Our
method is significantly more accurate than similar methods [8]. Further, as ex-
plained above, we also use entity classes to infer desired information displayed
in the widget.

There is support for multiple languages and accessibility on a range of devices:
Our system can be executed in web browsers on multiple devices including desk-
top machines, smartphones and tablets.


